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U.N. 65th
assembly

By HARRISON DIAMOND
This past week marked the 65th
session of the United Nations General Assembly, where leaders and
representatives of over 140 nations
came together to discuss world politics. This forum provides a stage
upon which all countries, not just
those who seem to dominate the
world’s stage on a continual basis,
have a chance to express their grievances for all to hear. The assembly
seeks to address issues such a progress in developing nations, human
rights, trade relations, power struggles and millennium development
goals and this year they had more
than enough to talk about. Though
many consider these proceedings a
simple example of political posturing as no votes are taken and rarely does any action arise from these
meetings, they do provide a platform through which nations not inclined to enter talks with each other
by their own accord are forced to sit
and discuss their issues.
President Obama used these
meetings as an opportunity to discuss many problems such human
rights, global development policy,
and the global recession but most
significantly, the problems in the
Middle East. Obama spoke out, calling for the support of UN member
countries to encourage peace talks
in the Middle East between Israel
and Palestine: “If an agreement is
not reached, Palestinians may never know the pride and dignity that
comes with their own state. Israelis
will never know the certainty and
security that comes with sovereign
and stable neighbors that are committed to coexistence.” These words
come at an important moment in
the peace making process as the
moratorium on Israeli construction in the west bank region has
come to an end. President Abbas of
Palestine stressed the need for the
see
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Race and Pedagogy returns, Walter
opens thoughtful discussion Lowrie

Memorial

By CAITLIN DOXSIE
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Conference: A panel of speakers discusses racial justice in Kilworth Memorial Chapel.

By ANNETTE d’AUTREMONT
The University of Puget Sound
will host its 2nd National Race and
Pedagogy Conference at the end
of October after a four year hiatus.
The Conference was first held here
in 2006 and “it was a huge success,”
said history Professor Nancy Bristow, who is organizing the volunteer
force for the event. It has come back
supporting a new theme of “Teaching and Learning for Justice: Danger and Opportunity in Our Critical
Moment.” The Conference will offer
multiple speakers, appearing on different days beginning Thursday, October 28th.

The event will be kicked off the
preceding weekend with the All-City
Race and Pedagogy Youth Summit,
which “brings together 1000 Tacoma high school students on October
23, 2010, for a one-day summit at
Lincoln High School. The Summit’s
goal is for college students to mobilize high school students for the
Race and Pedagogy National Conference and to engage all students
in discussing the Race and Pedagogy Conference theme.” Many Puget
Sound students have volunteered
and will go to Lincoln High School
to help facilitate discussion among
the high school students.
With all this hype about the Con-

ference, I’m sure some are wondering, what does “pedagogy” even
mean? Simply put, it is education.
So this conference is an effort on behalf of the Race and Pedagogy Initiative to teach the community, students, and professors about issues
surrounding race and diversity. The
Initiative here at Puget Sound strives
to “weave together scholarship and
action in order to reduce racism and
improve pedagogical practices at all
educational levels.” It is important
to remember that the Initiative in
an ongoing effort, while the Conference lasts for four days.
see
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South Sound artist on his way to Bravo TV
By ANNETTE d’AUTREMONT

By ANNETTE d’AUTREMONT
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James Hume’s paintings: “Mona’s Moon,” left; “Doo-Wop,” right

Immigration laws too weak
Opinion page 3

What do Sarah Jessica Parker, Tacoma and art all have in
common? Well, James Hume, of
course. Hume is a local Tacoma
artist who is auditioning for Bravo’s 2nd season of “Work of Art:
The Next Great Artist,” a reality
TV show which “challenges contestants to create unique pieces in a variety of mediums such
as painting, sculpture, photography, collage and industrial design.
The weekly assignments are exciting, original and will challenge
the artists to push the limits of
their technical skills and creative
boundaries,” the show’s website
explains. The show is produced
by Sex and the City’s famous Sarah Jessica Parker and will air
Wednesdays at 10pm.
Hume, who just opened an exhibit at the Sandpiper Gallery in

Jazz Band’s new director
A&E page 6

Old Town, says in an interview
with Volcano: “I’m dead serious
about this opportunity. I can come
up with ideas quick, which the
past show winners tend to do. I’m
going to give it my very best.” This
week, Hume made it to the second round of auditions and is flying down to LA to try to advance
to the final round. If he nabs one
of the 14 contestant slots on the
show, he will have the chance to
compete for “a gallery show, cash
prize, national tour and, with
Parker behind it, star power.”
If you are interested in learning more about Hume’s work, go
check out the Sandpiper Gallery
on 30th Street. It is open from
9am-5pm Monday through Saturday. The Gallery enjoys student
visitors and is free, so go see what
Hume’s work is really about and
what makes him qualified to be
on Bravo’s Work of Art.

Monday, Sept. 20 marked the
first event at the University of
Puget Sound of the “Walter Lowrie Speakers’ Series.” The opening
lecture of the series was held in the
Murray Boardroom and was given
by author Diana Butler Bass, writer of A People’s History of Christianity. Bass led a discussion based
on the themes of her book and the
idea of “useable history.” Bass also
shared a chapter of her book with
the audience.
The lecture series is based on a
partnership between the Immanuel Presbyterian Church in Tacoma and Puget Sound. It was created in honor of the late Professor
Emeritus of History Walter Lowrie. Lowrie graduated from Puget
Sound in 1958 and taught at the
school for 44 years before retiring
in 2004. Lowrie was incredibly active on campus, serving as the director of the humanities program
for 15 years, the chair of the history department and not only did
he chair the Faculty Senate but was
also on the committee that created
it. Lowrie passed away on May 14,
2010 from a struggle with pancreatic cancer.
This lecture series was launched
“to recognize the intersection of
rigorous intellectual inquiry and a
life of faith that Prof. Lowrie found
in and between” the Immanuel Presbyterian Church and Puget
Sound, said University Chaplain
and Director of Spirituality, Service
and Social Justice Dave Wright.
The series is endowed and funded by the Immanuel Presbyterian
Church and the main events of the
series will take place at the Church.
Some events will feature a lecture
at Puget Sound as well as a central
presentation at the Church. Wright
notes that the series is “a unique
partnership for our campus, but
one that really honors Prof. Lowrie’s life and interests very well.”
The next lecture in the series will
take place on Nov. 30 and will feature the “Three Interfaith Amigos”
from Seattle. The group consists
of Rabbi Ted Falcon, Sheikh Jamal
Rahman and Pastor Don Mackenzie, and the men advocate interfaith cooperation. This event will
take place at the Immanuel Presbyterian Church. The next event
in partnership with Puget Sound
will occur second semester and
will feature J. Phillip Newell, a central figure at the Iona Community
in Scotland and a world leader in
Celtic spirituality and Christianity.
So while Lowrie is no longer with
us at Puget Sound, he is still being remembered on campus. Professor William Breitenbach stated
that Lowrie’s “marvelous teaching
[is] honored by the speaker series
that bears his name. Those of us
who admired him are delighted
that his legacy lives on at the college he loved.”
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suspension of these construction
projects in order for peace talks to
continue. Obama warned that if
peace talks break down yet again,
“the Holy Land will remain a symbol of our differences, instead of our
common humanity.”
Developed nations voiced complaints about Iran’s development of
a nuclear program and its failure to
adhere to the nuclear non-proliferation treaty, though as usual their
concerns fell on the defiant ears of
Iranian President Ahmadinejad.
Never failing to stir up controversy, Ahmadinejad undermined his
recent message of resuming diplomatic talks with the United States by
revisiting 9/11, claiming that “some
segments within the U.S. government orchestrated the attack to reverse the declining American economy and its grips on the Middle East
in order also to save the Zionist regime.” Additionally he called for the
UN to set up a fact-finding committee to investigate his unsupported
claims. After hearing these opening comments, at least 33 member
nations such as the U.S., Australia,
New Zealand, Canada, Costa Rica,
and all members of the EU simply
up and left the meeting in a show of
disapproval. International frustration
with Iran’s stance of non-compliance
and spouting of conspiracy theories
is evident as just this summer, UN
members imposed the fourth set of
sanctions against the Middle Eastern
nation in addition to Russia’s recent
decision to cancel their deal to sell
Iran advanced missile defense systems.
Though not attracting media attention comparable to their larger,
more developed counterparts, smaller nations took the podium as well.
Many of their comments address the
clear imbalance of power inherent in
the structure of the United Nations,
with complete veto power granted to
the world’s most powerful nations:
the United States, China, France,
Russia, and the UK. President Kagame of Rwanda and President Wade
of Senegal both expressed frustration
about the lack of African representation on the U.N. Security Council
while President Mugabe of Zimbabwe and President Ahmed of Somalia both called for increased international aid in for African countries
suffering from the global economic
crisis and extreme poverty.
The complaints of these countries are timely, given the focus of
this general assembly meeting on
discussing the status of the United
Nation Millennium Goals. These
goals aim to eradicate extreme
poverty and address global issues
such as hunger, disease, inequality, health, and education. Though
many developed countries see U.N.
and global trade policies beginning
to lift many of the world’s destitute
out of their situation, it is clear that
the countries in which these changes would have the most impact have
yet to experience results. Only time
will tell if international efforts will
meet the projected 2015 deadline
for these initiatives, but onlookers can find promise in the fact that
these diverse and distinct countries are trying to work together to
achieve these ends.
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“Jesus4Less” filming underway downtown
By CHELSEA TSUCHIDA
Aaron Flett-Riggs, a stand-up comedian, is currently filming and directing his first film, “Jesus4Less,” in
downtown Tacoma. He began filming in July and is expected to finish
filming by October 31st.
“Amid protests, breasts, and homosexuality, and with the help of
baby Jesus and a midget, the guys
find themselves navigating the issues of fundamentalism, love, lust,
greed, and marijuana in this dark
comedy,” says the “Jesus4Less” Facebook page, which provides a quick
synopsis of the movie. It is obvious
that this is not a typical movie about
Christian faith.
“Jesus4Less” is about Aaron and
Jeremy, two atheists in their twenties,
who work at Jesus4Less, a downtown
Tacoma Christian bookstore. Aaron
and Jeremy’s uncle, who owns the
bookstore, sells marijuana from the
back of the store. Aaron and Jeremy
compete with Christ-Mart, their “rival in the Bible business,” and with
each other for the love of Michelle,
their co-worker.
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After the Youth Summit kicks
off the Conference on October
23rd, the Grand Cinema will hold
a week-long film festival featuring
films such as Rosewood, Four Little Girls, and Bilal’s Stand, just to
name a few. The Cinema will play
movies all week long beginning on
October 22nd and will run until
the night the Conference begins
on the 28th. ASUPS will provide
transportation to and from the
Cinema, for students interested in
viewing any of the movies listed.

Flett-Riggs began developing the
script for “Jesus4Less” earlier this
year in Februrary. While on his
comedy tour, Flett-Riggs saw a billboard sign advertising a Christian
outlet bookstore, which he found
quite amusing. After that, he developed the screenplay and ended up
quitting his job in order to work on
the film.
“On Entourage they were saying
how everyone in L.A. has a screenplay. I didn’t have a screenplay so I
figured I’d write one of those,” says
Flett-Riggs.
Flett-Riggs wrote most of the
characters based on people he knew
in real life. However, the casting
process proved to be difficult. The
entire original cast – excluding one
member – was actually replaced
because of schedule conﬂicts and
other unforseen complications.
“Jesus4Less” is a low-budget
film. Flett-Riggs’ original budget
was $2,000, but has currently spent
$8,000. SpaceWorks is providing
the space for filming, so the space
is of no cost to Flett-Riggs, except
the electricity bill. The books and

bookshelves used in the set were
donated, and friends of the cast and
crew donated some other props.
Flett-Riggs, who has a friend in
the printing business, printed the
posters and pictures that are hung
on the walls of the bookstore set.
He also made some of the book,
CD, and DVD covers, featuring titles varying from “How Did Jesus
Touch You?” to “Rock n’ Roll Jesus,” so that close-ups of items and
shelves could be filmed without
risking copyright infringement. Although most of the props and items
used in the set were donated, FlettRiggs had to purchase the novelty
items, such as Jesus figurines, Virgin Mary nightlights, and crossshaped lollipops.
Having visited the set, the fake
bookstore is very convincing. The
“store” has actually fooled pedestrians who have passed by.
“We have even gotten people and
couples that have walked in here
wanting to buy things. Once there
was couple that saw the sign and
then came back with the rest of
their family. They actually made it

a point to make a family trip here
to take pictures of the store. Then
they see the cameras and stuff and
are disappointed,” says Flett-Riggs.
For those that are interested in
buying some used books, Christian novelty items, or a huge Jesus
cutout, “Jesus4Less” will be selling
all of their props when it is finished
filming.
Flett-Riggs hopes to release his
film to major film festivals next
year and possibly to some local film
festivals and theaters.
“Although there are a few messages inserted here and there, this
movie is not meant to change the
world. It’s meant to be funny. It’s
slapstick humour. The worst thing
that could happen is that we can
say we made a movie, and that’s
an accomplishment in itself,” says
Flett-Riggs.
Flett-Riggs is already working on
his next project, a screenplay about
the “second-to-the-last supper.”
One set, thirteen male actors, and
a new twist on what is already told
about the Last Supper; Lord only
knows what’s in store.

The completed list of films can be
viewed on the Puget Sound Race
and Pedagogy Initiative website.
Among the various speakers
presenting at the Conference, a
few big names include Mr. Harry Belafonte, performer and civil rights activist; Dr. Lani Guinier, Harvard Law professor; and
Dr. Freeman Hrabowski, University of Maryland Baltimore County President, among many others. To understand just how “big”
these speakers are, senior IPE major Lisa Griswold commented last
week that she read an article that
mentioned Harry Belafonte for a
class. She said, “Apparently he is a
really big deal.” And he is. These
speakers are role models in their

field and the fact that they are
speaking at Puget Sound is a once
-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Tickets and registration information
for the presentations are available
at the Info Center. Tickets will sell

out fast, so now is the time to register and experience one or more
amazing presenters who come
from all around the United States
to inform students and staff
about diversity and race.
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Marriage threatens society, limits personal freedom
Cultural norms push us to tie the knot against our own best interests
By MACKENZIE HEPKER
Since pre-recorded history,
humanity has been victimized by
the perceived necessity of the institution of marriage. Countless
generations have been indoctrinated to believe that marriage is
a rite of passage, an unbeatable
testament to love, an irresistible
financial advantage and an obligation for future offspring.
This is a cultural myth that
has shifted grossly throughout
its overdone existence — but one
thing that is as true today as it
ever was is that the practice of
marriage is restrictive and damaging on an individual level, and
not essential for a satisfactory
life after the days of youth.
Many of us have assumed that
someday we were going to grow
up and get hitched. “To whom?”
we wondered wistfully — somebody we will love madly, or maybe somebody incredibly rich?
We dream up our perfect spouses. How many children will we
have? Which gender? What will
their names be?
Many of us were born accepting the institution of marriage
as a societal norm, if not a cer-

tainty. This alleged American
Dream is the result of something
akin to brainwashing. We have
been fed feel-good love stories
and fairytales that end in marriage or the implication of it,
conditioning us into thinking it
is as fundamental as going to college and having a career. It is just
what people do. For most people,

As far as I am concerned,
the rising divorce rate is correlated to our increasing
openness and honesty with
ourselves.
marriage is a no-brainer on their
bucket list — which is ironic,
since it is known to take the zest
out of one’s short existence.
Conforming to a collective,
uniform lifestyle is a dangerous thing for individual happiness, especially when said lifestyle is notoriously unhappy in
the first place. What, one might
ask, could possibly be unpleasant
about the ultimate expression of
unconditional love?
The institution of marriage
completely restricts freedom —
for virtually no reason. People
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‘Til Death: Marriage may seem appealing, but the trade-offs need to be considered in depth.
take offense at the most minute
things their spouse does or says
(or, more often, what they do
not do or say), either because of
a paranoid disposition or, more
likely, because such actions distort the pleasant picture of mar-

Immigration laws not strict enough
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Security: Although it’s often criticized, harsh American border control is necessary for our safety.

By ERINN CARLSON
Most Americans have seen the
recent news about the “vicious”
immigration law implemented and
reformed in Arizona. Demanding
identification papers to constantly
be carried around has led to racial
profiling. Opponents argue that
this leads to racism. It denies people rights!
But in fact, illegal immigrants
are illegal; they are not entitled to
our rights – only the right to remain silent as they are arrested for
breaking the law. Rights of citizenship should apply only in a person’s home country. Immigrants
should be encouraged to become
legal instead of encouraging illegal

trespassing.
Take a moment to remember
the months after 9/11, a time of
widespread racial profiling toward
Middle Easterners, where every
Muslim was suddenly seen as a terrorist. Now, every Latino in Arizona is seen as an illegal immigrant.
In any threat to national security,
racial profiling is inevitable. It is a
sad truth, but it is true.
To be clear, opposing illegal immigration is not racism; it is following the law, which all U.S. citizens are obligated to do. Being
opposed to illegal workers does
not mean hating Mexicans. There
are numerous nationalities that are
found illegally in our nation, those
of Hispanic descent just happen

Want your opinion to be heard?
If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at
trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit our new website at
trail.pugetsound.edu, and share your voice with us. We will
select responses each week to publish in the next issue.

to be the majority. To insist that
strict immigration reform is racist in fact privileges race over the
law, a practice at its root more racist than simply following U.S. immigration protocol.
Our nation cannot be excused
from blame. Some U.S. policies encourage immigration, like unequal
agricultural subsidies and control
over foreign markets. However,
immigrants are obviously aware
that entering the States is illegal, as
they crawl through holes in fences
or cram in the trunk of a car to get
here. To see illegal immigrants as
moving blindly toward the American Dream supposes that they
could not possibly understand
American law, and discriminates
against their intelligence.
Illegal immigrants are standing
out on the streets of Arizona demanding their rights. But again,
they have no rights here because
they are not citizens. Just because
our country is better off does not
mean the unfortunate should auSee immigration Page 4

ried life that has been painted
in their heads by the media, the
church, their parents or whomever.
The
loves-me-loves-me-not
speculation that occurs with the
shattering of such preconceived

notions happens in premarital
relationships as well. Jealousy,
paranoia and disappointment all
arise out of socially-implemented
assumptions about how a person
See MARRIAGE Page 4

Letter to The Editor
By NOAH BROD
This letter is in response to Erinn
Carlson’s “Prosecution in youth cases
too lenient...” article in the September 24, 2010 issue of The Trail.
In the article she makes the argument that the currently defined age
limit between adulthood and adolescence is arbitrary, that it is wrong to
try psychologically adult people as
children and that the social cost of
doing so is that individuals below the
age of 18 are given sentences that are
“too lenient” for their crimes.
The point is sent home by the story of “Tuba Man” Ed McMichael
who was beaten to death by three
youths. The three were sentenced to
72 weeks in prison because they were
under the age of 18. This is supposed
to show us that there’s something
wrong with the age limits because
apparently the type of crime a person
commits is proof of whether they are
an adult or not.
While it is true that the legal age
limit is a somewhat arbitrary distinction, the second point of the article
(that there is something wrong and
that it is damaging) struck me as particularly misguided and incorrect by
all but perhaps the most myopic and
vengeful metrics of justice.
Anyone who has looked into the
United States system of justice knows
that it is globally considered to be
one of the worst and least effective
systems in existence today. Even brutal tribal punishments don’t compare
to the American system of justice
because their severity is restricted
in scope and duration and because
prisoners in the American system
frequently face brutality (both systematic and accidental) that make
stonings seem merciful.
No other country in the world has
as many people behind bars as we
do, and counter-intuitively (or not),
many of these other countries have
far lower crime rates. This includes
juveniles. The U.S. has exponentially
more juveniles serving out life-sentences in prison than any other country and the conditions of juvenile
punishment are frequently abusive.
Oftentimes, juveniles also are housed
alongside adult prisoners in our system due to overcrowding (when 1 in

every 31 adults in the country are in
prison, overcrowding is inevitable)
which creates incredibly abusive situations. We are, at this moment now,
already the harshest punishers of juvenile crime in the world.
Perhaps the most lamentable aspect of this problem is that as incarceration rates have risen in the United States over the past 30 years (for
both juveniles and adults) the national crime rate has not moved in a
way has justified the rise in imprisonment.
The article in The Trail suggested
that if our justice system had tried
the murderous adolescents from Seattle as adults that one of them would
not have gone on to commit further crimes (presumably because he
would be behind bars). What is a far
more likely scenario, however, is that
the 72 months that the individual
spent in jail for killing a man only exacerbated any problems he had prior to going to prison and represented
a woeful loss of opportunity to both
change his life and prevent the robbery he later committed.
The American system of justice is
set up to create repeat crime largely
because of the “too lenient” mindset
that Carlson espouses as a solution
in her article. There are very few programs in prison that help rehabilitate
individuals and the ones that get created only last until “tough on crime”
individuals come along and close
them down.
For instance, a simple book club in
a prison can reduce recidivism by up
to half, but these programs get taken
out because “books are an unnecessary luxury for prisoners.” These are
difficult facts to deal with precisely
because they run counter to our desires for untempered revenge.
“Prosecution in youth cases too
lenient…” seems to argue that if
only we were a little more vengeful, then crime would be prevented,
but the real problem here is that the
emotionally mechanical “blood for
blood” form of justice that the author of the article was speaking from
is the most destructive and dehumanizing system imaginable. It is not
unjust to try a psychologically adult
person as a child, but rather a small
relative kindness.
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S.A.C. grant could solve unsustainable printing
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Re-use: The library printing station is a familiar sight to most, but students should push toward recycling the paper waste created.

By KYLE NUNES
The library is full of paper. I see
it everywhere, including in the
garbage and recycling containers.
Some of that discarded paper measures 8.5 by 11 inches, is unwrinkled, and has one brilliantly blank
and usable side.
Some days, I spend long minutes
staring into those bins and thinking to myself, ‘How wasteful. This
paper should not be thrown away.
An institution that professes to value sustainable practices ought to be
willing to set up a printer designated for the use of recycled paper.’
It is the responsibility of the students who support conscientious
resource management on campus
to politely but insistently request
that such a minor recycling program be instated.
There used to be a cautionary
plaque in the library commons
stating that our insatiable paper
consumption feeds on something

like 11 million trees annually. Many
of those deceased arboreal spirits
would still be living and producing
oxygen if we re-used paper.
A program of this magnitude
could be easily undertaken. Perhaps some motivated library workstudy employees will search the
campus catacombs for an abandoned but still functioning printer
and revive it for the sake of sustainability. Others could be deployed to
collect the single-sided paper that
has been tossed into bins or forgotten on the windowsills of the reading room.
There once were small cardboard
trays next to the printers into which
one could place single-sided sheets,
but last I noticed, they had vanished. So about a year ago, I filled
out a comment card pitching this
paper collection and printer installment plan to the library. A librarian
promptly responded, saying that it
was a good idea, but unfeasible.
In good conscience, I cannot accept this dismissal of a simple prac-

tice that would allow Puget Sound
to follow its ‘Loggers cut waste’
creed. If the library cannot do this
for whatever reason, perhaps you
can.
For the past few years, Puget
Sound’s Sustainability Advisory
Committee (S.A.C.) has offered a
grant of some few thousand dollars
to students who want to execute a
well thought-out and effective project meant to promote sustainability
on campus.
One shining example was the
Puget Sound Bike Shop. Another, the ill-fated vermiculture apparatus that languished amid melon
rinds and coffee grounds behind
the S.U.B. It was eventually dismantled.
It is my hope that some student
or group of individuals will apply
for a grant and join the rank and
file of the Waste Reduction Task
Force so that this paper recycling
idea will not go the way of the lowly worms. This is a basic solution to
what has become another result of

collective indifference.
Paper is as paper does, but if it
does not get re-used, then excessive
consumption, malodorous pulp
milling, owl-displacing deforestry,
habitat destruction and environmentalists’ remorse are perpetuated — or, if you will, recycled.
The easiest solution is to be mindful of our habits and alter them so
that something positive can happen. We could start a tree-planting
club to offset our consumption, but
11 million saplings will be hard to
come by. I disagree with that credit
system anyway, for it merely transplants the problem.
I implore you, O seedlings of the
future, to go forth, write to the library and apply for a S.A.C. grant.
Seize our dilemma by its putrid
roots so that the innocent trees
may go on living and avoid a tragic,
single-sided fate at the mechanized
jaws of Weyerhauser or the slack
lips of unread peer-review articles.
To contact S.A.C., email sustainability@pugetsound.edu.

Online school pales compared to traditional college
Even in digital age, e-school cannot fully develop interpersonal skills
By MEGAN EVANS
If you have spent hours watching
a late night “Law and Order: SVU”
marathon recently, you have undoubtedly encountered commercials extolling the values of online
college. But even in a culture dominated by electronics, an online degree cannot provide the same value
as a degree issued by a traditional
college.
Online classes often only require a credit card number, while
brick-and-mortar colleges require
an extensive application process
in which the applicant proves that
he or she has an impressive background in scholastic and extracurricular activities.
Online colleges create a bubble
that prevents the students from
new ideas and different people and
places. Without the presence of
other students, there are limited
ways in which the student will interact with ideas that are contrary

to his or her own.
Even with on online forum in
which students could discuss ideas,
students do not have to make much
effort. In a real classroom, students
have more hope of remaining engaged. After all, there is always that
chance that the professor will unexpectedly call on them. One of the
best ways to develop arguments is
being encouraged to give voice to
one’s beliefs.
The classroom is not the only
place where peer interaction makes
a difference. Learning to live with
someone with whom you disagree
is a huge part of the college experience. Negotiation becomes a college student’s best friend. It is no
longer about coaxing your parents
for a later curfew; it is figuring out
how you and your night owl roommate are going to work around your
8 a.m. class.
Roommates are only a part of the
social scene. Colleges have students
from all over the country and hundreds of different backgrounds con-

verging on one campus. This alone
makes college campuses invaluable:
you do not need to like everyone
that you meet. You should, however, know how to treat everyone
with respect and understand that
it is perfectly normal for people to
lead their lives in a way that is contradictory to what you believe.
Another advantage of a physical
college campus is that it acts as an
intermediate step between living
with your parents and complete independence. For people our age, it
is the perfect way to break off from
our parents, without having to immediately take on all of the responsibilities of independent living.
There are many reasons for people to get a degree online, the most
common being financial strain.
Online classes are almost always
cheaper. For someone who cannot
afford to attend a traditional college, online college is the best alternative. It is not, however, comparable to the education, academic and
otherwise, that a real college cam-

pus can provide.
Once students from online
schools and traditional colleges
start competing in the job market,
it would be a shame if employers
came to see online degrees as equal
to a degree like that from Puget
Sound. The more we normalize online school, the more threat there is
of this happening.
Many schools like the University of Phoenix and Brigham Young
University provide online courses
as well as physical campuses. If they
focused the energy that they spend
on advertising and online courses toward getting underprivileged
students onto campus grounds, it
would completely change the student experiences.
Learning from and alongside our
peers, developing our interpersonal skills and figuring out how to
live independently are lessons that
cannot be learned on a computer
screen, no matter how advanced
the Internet becomes.

MARRIAGE

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

is supposed to act based solely
on he or she being “in love.” This
means both your personality and
actions are under constant scrutiny and you must restrain yourself in order to keep your marriage healthy.
Furthermore, in married life
everything is a team decision;
it is all about compromise, all
the time. Decisions made alone,
even personal decisions, can
seem deeply inconsiderate to
one’s spouse because marriage is
a “union” — implying, of course,
that you become Siamese twins
upon commencement.
Time to yourself, of course,
is time you could be off gallivanting with some homewrecker, and it is possible that it will
be perceived as such. As far as I
am concerned, the rising divorce
rate is correlated to our increasing openness and honesty with
ourselves.
Even though the process of
marriage may seem essential to
civilized life, it is absolutely not.
You can be deeply in love, unafraid of commitment, and prepared to spend the rest of your
life with one person — this does
not mean that you should go
about it in the same way as everyone else.
If you feel you need to get
married to show someone how
much you love them, your relationship probably is not solid
enough for that turbid path in
the first place. Your life is yours
to carve at your whim; marriage
will likely take the passion, excitement and variety from it.
You have been warned—be
aware of the reality before saying “I do.”

IMMIGRATION
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

tomatically be allowed in. Such a
position is childlike and taxing to
our resources.
Why shouldn’t we enforce carrying identification? American
citizens are expected to carry their
driver’s licenses. We need them
to prove our identity for numerous transactions. Why shouldn’t
the laws by which legal Americans abide apply to everyone? If
someone is not a citizen, they will
not have identification and will be
guilty of breaking the law.
Once an immigrant is legal, the
problem is solved; he or she becomes endowed with the Constitutional rights that we hold so
dear. Essentially, we are an immigrant nation. But it is citizenship
that is the foundation upon which
our ideals are built. To put it plainly, total equality in distributing
citizenship is a utopian world of
which only the naïve dream.
Educated individuals are capable of accepting differences between ethnicities and can rise
above racism, but intellectuals are
a minority. We need to begin treating nationality as the determinant
of how we treat immigrants, not
their ethnicities. The rest of the
nation will inevitably continue to
perpetuate “politically correct”
racism for lack of knowing how
detrimental it can be.
There will always be racial profiling. The human species is incapable of peace and unity. We need
to do our best as a nation to protect our security, and stop perpetuating the false ideals of the American Dream to foreigners.

Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Trail staff, ASUPS, the University, or its Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion
of the Trail editorial staff. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters submitted for publication. Letters to the editor will not be edited for grammar, spelling, or content, except in the case of
material that is considered to be offensive, as determined by the Trail style guide. All letters to the editor must be signed and must have an email address or phone number. Letters for publication the
following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.
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Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
or put one in the box in
Diversions Cafe.
The Trail will never publish
Hey You’s that explicitly refer to
individuals or groups, contain
identifying information or drug
and alcohol references, or are
hateful or libelous in nature.

“HEY YOU,” I know you want
me and you know I want you too, so
let’s cut the foreplay and get on with
it already.

“HEY YOU,” Incredible woman
who has been driving up to the children’s hospital every other day – you
have more love to give than anyone
else I’ve met
.
“HEY YOU,” Persian Crenna lover, I hope you found some insulin.

“HEY YOU,” KUPS, keep it real,
what would I do without you?

“HEY YOU,” Sailor, I’ll let you
ride my boat anyday. P.S. I luff you.
“HEY YOU,” Justin Beiber!
What?! It’s just a little tap tap.
“HEY YOU,” Alpha Phi’s, don’t
worry about misspelling alpha on
your sign. It didn’t change my opinion of you… Just confirmed it.
“HEY YOU,” I’m glad you got
khakis finally.
“HEY YOU,” Anytime, anywhere,
we can chase with high fives. You
rock my world.
“HEY YOU,” Prochoicers, I’m
all for letting your voice be heard,
but I’ve already seen my mom suffer
from clinical depression for twenty
years after her abortion. Statistics lie.
“HEY YOU,” I love you, dad!

“HEY YOU,” Good god! Can we
please stop the over used and lame
“anyday” phrase in hey you’s? Come
up with something better.
“HEY YOU,” If I know what love
is, it’s because of you. Please do come
back to me.

“HEY YOU,” Chick with the
glasses, keep it going louder!
“HEY YOU,” I love you. Like a
lot. You get me frozen corn + hear
way too much about creams.
“HEY YOU,” Man who wears
makeup: it’s very hot! I wish other
gents would follow your example.
This girl loves it.
“HEY YOU,” Female tennis players, keep wearing your uniforms in
the sub – you make my day.
“HEY YOU,” I’m pretty sure I’m
in love with my best guy friend.
“HEY YOU,” Curly-haired peer
advisor: you won’t need those red
glasses to see in the dark of my
bedroom.
“HEY YOU,” You and those pants
make yoga class ten times better.
“HEY YOU,” If you are a boy that
looks like Tim Riggins, come find
me. No personality necessary.

“HEY YOU,” Cruisers, keep
cruisin’.

“HEY YOU,” KUPS, I like you!
Especially at 2am on Thursdays, after
a night at Magoo’s.

“HEY YOU,” UT kid with the
hairy chest, I want to hear your dirty
jokes all night looong.

“HEY YOU,” Perspectives Leaders! Let’s keep the love going all year
long because it’s greeeeeeat!

“HEY YOU,” Art history teacher,
you are really considerate and kind.
Thank you so much!

“HEY YOU,” let’s fight fire with
fire!

“HEY YOU,” Ginger, I’m not
afraid of you.
“HEY YOU,” And by “you” I
mean neighbor. Hey neighbor!
“HEY YOU,” Whenever I see
you I feel like I’m playing ‘apples to
apples’ and when it’s my turn the
adjective is ‘abject’ or ‘pathetic’ and
somebody plays the ‘your love life’
noun, and we all have a good laugh
but the damage is done whether or
not I pick it. Let’s change this.
“HEY YOU,” KUPS haters, I used
to be a loser too, but I got a radio
show this semester.
“HEY YOU,” Persistence is not
working in your favor. Just because
we hooked up once doesn’t mean
it’s happening again. P.S. Facial hair
looks bad on you.
“HEY YOU,” If A is my left leg,
and B is my right leg, what is C?
“HEY YOU,” Professor – you
are correct. I really shouldn’t have
other interests. I’ll stop being well
rounded immediately.
“HEY YOU,” With the khakis,
you’re bringing sexy back.
“HEY YOU,” Bring back the
everything bagels in the sub. There is
no reason to live without them.

“HEY YOU,” just because you
made friends with authority doesn’t
mean your “sanctioned” projects are
any good; that’s what talent is for.
“HEY YOU,” Sigma Chi and
Alpha Phi, way to raise over $ 2,000
for pierce county aids walk.
“HEY YOU,” get published!
Submit to Crosscurrents! Send 3 art,
3 poems, 2 prose, 1 other to ccr@
pugetsound.edu.
“HEY YOU,” I like your box
“HEY YOU,” Dancing manager,
your sexy moves get me so excited!
“HEY YOU,” Cellar boy, ever
heard of freshman 15? Stop drinking
milkshakes then!
“HEY YOU,” Cellar girl, I’ve seen
your moves on the field, want to try
some on my bed?
“HEY YOU,” Liability! I don’t
mind getting in trouble with you.
We should hang out.
“HEY YOU,” Sexual brunette
SUB worker, I will be your stallion
come Sunday at 12:01 AM.
“HEY YOU,” Nice facial hair.
You’d look better with a mullet.
“HEY YOU,” Little one, SHOW
ME DEM BITTIES.

“HEY YOU,” You were way more
interesting before you started dating
him. Where did your personality go?
“HEY YOU,” Rough rider, you
can ride me any time!
“HEY YOU,” can we be pantsless
together while studying chemistry?
“HEY YOU,” our love is a coal
mine, and the canary is dead. Also,
we’re both wearing hard hats because
it’s completely against policy not to.
“HEY YOU,” text me pictures of
your room so I know how many bees
to get.
“HEY YOU,” just say NO to sniffing drug sniffing dogs. It makes them
uncomfortable, and they already feel
uncomfortable with their role in
society as it is.
“HEY YOU,” who lacks overalls:
we gonna get you some.
“HEY YOU,” I lost my keys. I
have looked everywhere. Except your
abdomen. Can I perform a quick
surgery? Just to check?
“HEY YOU,” ghost of my high
school self: please stop following me
everywhere. You’re emberassing me
in front of my friends.
“HEY YOU,” sub girl with the
guacamole gun. You are like mexican
cupid, and you have fired an avocado
pit straight into my heart. Medically,
this means I will die soon. Romantically it means I love you.
“HEY YOU,” mouse in my house.
I told everyone else I killed you but
now you are teaching me to cook
and soon we will teach everyone that
talent comes in unusual places.
“HEY YOU,” vegans, If aliens
were to take over and prey on earthlings, your meat would provide them
with the most nutrients. You are the
equivalent of “grass -fed.”
“HEY YOU,” advanced poetry
class, you guys kick ass. Crass. Mass.
Pass. (I probably won’t).

Tickets are
$6.50 with
your
student ID!

ANTON CHEKHOV’S
THE DUEL (NR)
Fri: 1:50, 6:30
Sat/Sun: 11:40a, 1:50, 6:30
Mon-Thurs: 1:50, 6:30

LOVELY, STILL (PG)
Fri: 7:00
Sat/Sun: 12:00, 2:15, 7:00
Mon-Thurs: 2:15, 7:00

MADEMOISELLE
CHAMBON (NR)

Fri: 9:05

Sat-Tues: 4:40, 9:05

MAO’S LAST DANCER

Fri: 3:00, 5:30, 8:00
Sat/Sun: 12:30, 3:00, 5:30, 8:00
Mon-Thurs: 3:00, 5:30, 8:00

CAIRO
TIME
Fri-Thurs: 4:10, 8:35

(PG)

GET
LOW
Fri: 2:00, 4:25, 6:40, 8:55

(PG-13)

Sat/Sun: 11:50a, 2, 4:25, 6:40, 8:55
Mon-Thurs: 2:00, 4:25, 6:40, 8:55
www.GrandCinema.com

NEW FEATURE!
Illustrated HEY YOU of the Week:

“HEY YOU,” piano professor
with the Chopan performance, that
was glorious.
“HEY YOU,” freshman who
names her pens, do they scream
when you write with them? If one of
them is bleeding, what do you do?
Do you choose which one to use
based on what you are writing?
“HEY YOU,” garbage man, your
slick blonde tendrils and your toothless smile make me want to throw it
all away and get dirty with you.
“HEY YOU,” so.... by ‘allergic’
you seriously meant you can’t eat
ANY of it? I guess you should have
been more specific. That’s a pretty
big hospital bill. Not to mention the
swelling is terrrrrible.
“HEY YOU,” smiling SUB ladies,
you are fantastic.
“HEY YOU,” girl with the Fleetwood Mac tattoo, I need a sugar
daddy, but when it comes to loving
he’d better leave me alone, ‘cause i’ve
got you baby, and you give me all the
love i need.
“HEY YOU,” Come to the SSC
Student Market! Tomorrow, October 2nd, 11am - 3pm in the Wyatt
Atrium! Food, crafts, music, and
more wonderful excellence!

(PG)

“HEY YOU,” Rasta gardener, where’d you go? I need a
new hook.
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Kittredge Gallery features local art

Recipients of Greater Tacoma Foundation award showcased
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Easy A
earns a
passing
grade
By A l ly Lever

photo courtesy/ David Pendleton

Artwork: The current Kittridge Gallery show features art in a variety of mediums. The exhibit will be on display now through Oct. 2.

by Je ss y Ly nn
When in search of good art,
one often ventures out across
oceans or to big-name museums, but for the lucky students of
Puget Sound, great art has come
to us at the Kittredge Art Gallery.
On display now until Oct. 2 are
the works of local artists that have
been nominated for or awarded
The Greater Tacoma Foundation’s Foundation of Art Award between the years of 2008 and 2010.
“This eclectic gallery is a great way
to expose yourself to local artists,”
said sophomore Madison Genovese.
The wide variety of art displays
the many talents of the greater Tacoma area, from the unique tex-

tiles of Toot Reid to a bust of
the Virgin Mary made entirely of
Legos created by the certified professional Lego artist Dan Parker.
The gallery also reflects some of
Tacoma’s eco-friendly values. Kyle
Dillenay’s piece entitled “Lines of
Earth” is made entirely of organic
materials and cast metals.
The
earthy artist uses tree roots, vegetation and a bit of spice with some
red peppers to accent his artwork.
“I love what artists are doing with
photo projection,” freshman art major Tosia Klincewicz said regarding the piece “Trace of Evidence.”
In this work, artists Ellen Ito
and Jennifer Peters created a projection of various slides to document the traces visitors leave behind in the Tacoma Art Museum.

The gallery also features the work of
sculptor Spencer Ebbinger. His first
piece, displayed prominently in the
entrance of the exhibit, depicts three
turtles pulling a rafted house home.
Ebbinger’s artwork creates visual images as well as metaphorical ones.
“My work is a visual record of
experiences in my life that I consider to be significant periods of
enlightenment, transformation and
growth,” Ebbinger articulated to his
audience in the caption on his piece.
The artwork displayed in Kittredge
appeals to all audiences because of its
wide variety of subjects and pieces.
“The colorful ink drawings really
capture your attention,” Klincewicz
noted, referring to Janet Marcavege’s
floral ink prints. Also among the
works is Lisa Kihoshitor’s jewelry.

Many students also use the
Kittredge Art Gallery for academic
purposes. Sophomore Gretha Loubser wrote a paper on Niel Andersson’s
“Columbia River Storm Clouds.”
Andersson’s
technical
style
combined with the calm soothing
colors and riveting brushstrokes
creates a breathtaking effect.
“Each brush stroke is like a
tiny little puzzle piece coming together to create a bigger picture,” observed Loubser.
The Kittredge Art Gallery will
continue to host a variety of art exhibits throughout the semester. The
local artists will only inhabit the gallery for a few more days. It would be
a shame to pass up this educational
experience and artistic adventure.

Jazz band director takes group in new direction
by M at t wass on

This year, the University of Puget
Sound welcomes Wayne Horvitz to
the faculty as director of the jazz band.
Originally from New York City, Horvitz is a prolific composer, performer
and collaborator of music in many
genres. Looking at his resume of collaborations and recordings is similar
to reading a “who’s who” list of modern contemporary music. Listen to recordings on his website and you will
find an impressive variety of works in
numerous genres and ensemble types.
As a newcomer, Horvitz admitted that he didn’t quite know
what to expect, but was pleasantly surprised by the students.
“I was really impressed by the
level of musicianship and reading in
the jazz band,” he said. He went on
to praise the open-mindedness and
enthusiasm of jazz band members.
Horvitz described his role as a
teacher as being a bandleader first and
an educator second, with the ultimate
goal of getting the ensemble sounding
good enough that everyone enjoys it.
“I think like a lot of people; I go
back to the music that meant a lot to
me . . . that turned me on to want to
play music,” said Horvitz when asked
what music inspires him in his career.
Horvitz listed artists such as Bob
Dylan, Bob Marley, Jimi Hendrix, The
Band and The Grateful Dead among
those who originally inspired him to
play music. Horvitz also explained
how a chronologically reversed exploration of popular music led him to
jazz - Hendrix to electric Myles Davis,
to “rock-sounding” jazz, and so on.

You’ve seen the trailer on the
Texts From Last Night website.
You know it’s got Emma Stone in
a corset. You know it’s got Penn
Badgley from Gossip Girl. And because it’s a movie about high school,
of course Amanda Bynes is in it.
Much like the 1980s, movies
about high school will never die,
but some reincarnations are better than others. Easy A stars Emma
Stone as Olive Penderghast, a nice
yet invisible girl in a typical public
high school. When her best friend
berates her into lying about losing her virginity, and the school’s
resident Christian zealot overhears,
Olive goes from being a nobody to
the school’s biggest source of gossip.
Cue some plot holes: a friend Olive hasn’t really spoken to in a while
admits he’s gay, then asks Olive to
have pretend-sex with him at a popular girl’s party so the school bullies
will stop beating him up, and Olive
agrees. Not entirely believable, but
for the sake of being entertained by
the fake sex scene and the repercussions of it, go along with it. One
guy hears the truth, then another,
and soon enough, Olive is engaging in fake sexual behavior with
boys hoping to get labeled as men.
For all of you who did not read
The Scarlet Letter in high school
because you thought it wouldn’t be
relevant, your teachers are laughing.
But maybe you read Sparknotes. Either way, the movie plays with the
novel’s story line brilliantly. Olive decides to give her classmates
the wanton harlot they expect
and busts out the lingerie, complete with a red “A” for adulteress.
While some of the punch lines
seem a bit out-dated (do we still care
about Tom Cruise?), there are more
than enough other lines and scenes
to keep you laughing and not regret
spending eleven bucks that could
have gone towards 7-11’s classiestlooking case of Busch or Franzia.
What sets Easy A apart from recent movies about teenagers are the
fine lines it walks between witty and
natural, cheesy and heartfelt. Do we
believe Olive, given her quick wit
and her best friend, was as invisible
as she said she was? Not really. Do
our hearts break a little when she
tells one of the boys who paid for a
fake sexual exploit with her that she
might have actually kissed him had
he been more of a gentleman? Yes.
Easy A takes a lighthearted but
genuine look at the social pressures and double standards in high
school. As with most movies centered on the lives of high schoolers, Easy A is about trying to fit
in, failing to fit in and finally accepting that there is no “fitting in”
— only in being true to yourself
will you be happy. That and if your
boyfriend is Penn Badgley. And if
your life resembles a John Hughes
movie. It’s a movie about being in
high school—what did you expect?
But seriously, go see Easy A
and revel in the fact that your
high school years are behind you.

Upcoming
Showtimes
Galaxy Narrows:
photo courtesy/ holly hartman

Jazz: Wayne Horvitz directs jazz band in an early rehearsal in preparation for their fall concert.
Starting in the twentieth century
and working backward, Horvitz used
the same process when discovering
classical music. In terms of modern
music, Horvitz listens to a lot of music to keep up with (and interested
in) the current scene, but he also enjoys his musical equivalent of comfort
food when he wants to feel grounded.
As a jazz band director, Horvitz

is forced to reconcile the “standard”
style of jazz and the popular music of
today. Horvitz said that he is not really concerned with whether modern
jazz music matters, nor does he even
recognize a delineation between jazz
and other forms of music, noting that
most of his own compositions would
be considered contemporary classical music, albeit jazz-influenced.

“What’s always important,” added Horvitz, “is when people find
out there’s other music than what
they’re listening to right now.”
Horvitz and the jazz band will certainly be providing some excellent
music this year. The new jazz band season promises to be a treat for both the
band members and audiences alike.

12:50pm | 2:55pm | 5:00pm |
7:30pm | 9:30pm

Regal Cinemas 15 Lakewood:
12:40pm | 1:20pm | 3:00pm |
4:50pm | 6:40pm 7:25pm |
9:00pm | 10:05pm

AMC Loews Lakewood Mall
Cinema:
11:40am | 2:20pm | 4:45pm |
7:10pm | 9:40pm
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CIAC offers opportunities for Puget Sound students

photoc courtesy/ laurence stack

Tutoring: Kids Can Do! is one of the many volunteer groups on campus. Puget Sound students mentor children from around Tacoma.

by heather martonik
Ever thought about volunteering but
had no clue where to start? Look no
further than the Community Involvement and Action Center (CIAC),
located just off of Theme Row across
from the Langlow Honor’s house.
Whether you are looking to become a full-time volunteer or just

want to do some odds and ends
for a few hours on the side, CIAC
has all the resources you need.
Since 75 percent of Puget Sound
students participate in volunteer work,
it’s a great way to get to know your
fellow peers, build your resume and
make a difference in your community.
CIAC is a student-run organization
that works with more than 200 commu-

Taiwan phenomenon comes
to Puget Sound in lecture
by Gr ace Heer m an

nity agencies to provide students with a
wide range of volunteer opportunities.
These include, but are not limited to, opportunities in education,
youth programs, health care and disability services, human rights and
advocacy programs as well as conservation and ecological assignments.
Several programs CIAC is highlighting right now are Kids Can Do!, The

Food Salvage Program and Etc Tutoring.
Kids Can Do! is a one-on-one mentoring program aimed at providing
role models for Tacoma youth. The
program requires about four hours
of weekly involvement and access to
a vehicle, as well as participation in
regularly scheduled workshops, where
mentors have the opportunity to bring
their protégé with them to class, take

Coffeehouses offer students variety

study Chinese or to work on my
dissertation, and after a while I
got curious about the songs so I
started translating some of the
lyrics as a means of studying.”
Moskowitz found the content of
the lyrics to be compelling and surprising and he was drawn to continue study of the pop music form.
“Once I started looking at the lyrics I found I was surprised both by
the content and how beautiful some
of the lyrics were,” said Moskowitz.
Interestingly, instead of investigating Mandopop’s emergence in
Taiwan at its source, Moskowitz
chose to discuss its cultural implications in China. He noticed that
almost all of the English-language
scholarship on music in China
focused on rock and roll, even
though Taiwan-produced Mandopop reaches a much wider audience

The University will welcome Marc
Moskowitz to campus on Oct. 5 to
give a lecture about his new book,
Cries of Joy, Songs of Sorrow: Chinese Popular Music and its Cultural
Connotations. The book discusses
the Mandopop phenomenon – pop
music sung in Mandarin Chinese –
which has profoundly influenced
Asian culture for the past 30 years.
Emerging in Taiwan during the
1950s, Mandopop didn’t gain popularity in China until the 1970s when the
Chinese communist government relaxed its media censorship restrictions.
The genre has since become an outlet
for youth to comment on gender roles
and popular culture in Asian society.
Today, Mandopop is a huge profitmaking industry that contributes
extensively to Asian trends in choreography, fashion and aggressive
marketing.
Moskowitz is an
associate professor
“Once I started looking at the lyrics I found I
of anthropology was surprised both by the content and how beauat the University
tiful some of the lyrics were.”
of South Caro—Mark Moskowitz
lina and has spent
more than 10 years
living in Chinesespeaking Asia. His research on the in- and is more culturally influential.
“Rock in China is about as poputersection between gender, sexuality
and popular culture in Asia has been lar as jazz is in the United States,
published extensively, both in Asia so there was a significant misrepand the United States, and he is the resentation in academia that I
recipient of the Chiang Ching-Kuo, wanted to correct,” said Moskowitz
His lecture will discuss, among
Fulbright and Fulbright-Hays Awards.
But a career in Asian studies other things, the vocabulary that the
was not always on Moskowitz’s ra- music has created to express individdar. He received his undergradu- ualism, and the way it has introduced
ate degree in English Literature. It transnational culture to a country
was not until he spent some time that has been culturally removed
teaching English in China that from the world for over two decades.
The lecture is sponsored by the
Asian culture sparked his interest.
“After [my travels] I was hooked History and Asian Studies departand I went to graduate school to ments and will take place at 4 p.m.
study anthropology, focusing on in Wyatt Hall, Rm. 109. Entrance
China and Taiwan,” Moskowitz said. is free and the public is welcome.
For more information and a look
Awareness of the Mandopop phenomenon came about by accident as well. at Mandopop music videos and trans“I first started listening to Man- lated lyrics, visit Moskowitz’s webdopop in McDonald’s, of all places,” site, at: http://people.cas.sc.edu/
he explained. “I would go there to m o s k o w i t z / Ly r i c s / l y r i c s . h t m .

a trip to the Pacific Science Center
(who doesn’t love Seattle?), go ice
skating together or trek around the
Point Defiance Zoo & Aquarium.
Another popular program already
gearing up for the fall is The Food Salvage Program. The Food Salvage Program provides approximately 2,500
pounds of food to shelters around Tacoma. Volunteers help deliver food from
Dining Services which would otherwise be thrown out to shelters and other organizations several times a week.
Other assignments include assisting
with blanket, socks and canned food
drives and organizing sandwich-making gatherings. Requirements to serve
include access to a vehicle and a current Food Handler’s Permit. The Food
Salvage Program continues year-round.
But if your free time is limited and
access to a car is a problem, perhaps
you would fancy becoming a part of
Etc (“Empowerment Through Collaboration”) Tutoring, an on-campus
tutoring program that meets once a
week for just one hour and is aimed
at helping young people achieve academic success. The program covers
a wide range of academic subjects
and applies to students in kindergarten all the way through grade 12.
Now that you’ve heard about some
of these awesome ways to get involved, contact CIAC to become a
part of their e-mail list serve, which
will send you notification of service projects through your e-mail.
Updates will also include service
opportunities such as MLK day of service (come back a day early from Winter Break in January and volunteer)
and Alternative Fall/Spring Break
(you know you really didn’t want to
spend all that money on plane tickets).
You could also join the CIAC Facebook group and look for “The Service
Scene,” a monthly publication you can
find in the Wheelock Student Center
that’s filled with requests for volunteers
from local Tacoma agencies as well as
student service projects right here on
campus. Be sure to check these resources for interesting service opportunities.
With a variety of service projects
throughout the year, CIAC offers a
great way for Puget Sound Students to
get involved in the Tacoma community.

photo courtesy/ Maria Sokova

Coffee: Beyond the Bridge Cafe displays original art. Their gallery is booked until April 2011.

by Mackenzie Abernethy
It is no new secret: coffee is a college
student’s staple. Though Puget Sound
students are ever grateful for on-campus coffee, sometimes a divergence
from Diversions can be a good thing.
Luckily, Tacoma has a great selection
of coffee shops to provide students
with a cup of joe in a different setting.
Rated number one on Yelp’s Tacoma
coffee list, Caffe Dei can be found on
6th Avenue. Although it has only been
open a few months, Caffe Dei has already proven itself to Tacoma locals as
well as bereft-of-sleep college students.
Owners Shuanna Holt and Shane
Siegfried and their staff happen
to make some of the best espresso
drinks around. They mix healthy
ingredients in interesting combinations and saddle these results with
funny names such as Sasquatch
(when Americano meets cappuccino), Arancione Moka (espresso, dark
Dutch chocolate, steamed sweetened
condensed milk and orange zest)
and Abominus (four espresso shots
over sweetened condensed milk).
Much of Caffe Dei’s menu is vegetarian, vegan or gluten-free and

nothing is less than delicious - including
a killer grilled cheese on baked potato
bread. They also carry the Mighty-O
organic donut in flavors of French
toast, lemon poppy-seed, chocolate
cake, blueberry and glazed. It is highly
advised to arrive early if a Mighty-O donut is what you seek: these sell out fast!
Closest to campus of the three is Beyond the Bridge Café. This cafe is also
new to the area and located on 6th Avenue. The cafe is owned by young and
down-to-earth Trish and Ben Rubke.
“Everything we’re building on is
based on coffee, art and community.
It’s our goal to make art sustainable,”
said Rubke to Tacoma Weekly. This cafe
also opened very recently, in September.
Along with many anticipated open
mic nights, the owners have plans to
host latte art competitions, formal coffee evaluations, children’s dance lessons and plenty more creative events
to come. Beyond the Bridge also offers a spot to display your original artwork on its gallery wall - a wall that is
booked with artists until April 2011.
When it comes to drinks, Ben Rubke
stated, “My favorite Under the Bridge
beverage has to be a tie between two:
the fruity tea drink, Sunrise-sunset, and

a Vanilla Americano with brown sugar.” With plans to expand their menu
in the future, Beyond the Bridge can
currently offer you splendid hot sandwiches, fresh bagels and superb soups.
Last but not least is the classic
Mandolin Café, located near the intersection of South 12th Street and
Proctor. These guys pride themselves
on their nightly live music and their
free wifi, but it is their dessert selection that sets the Mandolin apart.
Upon visiting, it becomes apparent
that the vibe at the Mandolin Café is
hard to beat; live music and vibrant artwork combine to create the perfect setting to enjoy any time of your day. There
is also a private room, which comes in
handy for those often in need of a study
break. This room can also be rented
out privately for club meetings, dinner parties or gatherings of other sorts.
The Mandolin offers delicious,
ever-changing
soups,
sandwiches
and pastas. Open Mic Night is every Sunday, so whether you play or
just like to listen, be sure to stop by.
Regardless of your choice, it is impossible to go wrong with Caffe Dei, Beyond
the Bridge Café and Mandolin Café so
close to campus. Caffeinate on, Loggers.
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By JACK TO DD

the best of the trail: 1910-2010

Roaring Twenties

For this week’s edition, The
Best of The Trail will be showing you the years 1920-1930,
during which time the University of Puget Sound was not
a university at all, but instead
the College of Puget Sound.

Also known as The Roaring
Twenties, this was a time of economic prosperity and growth for
our country until the end of the
decade and the Great Depression. For The Trail, this decade
marked the beginning of the use
of standard newspaper format,
heavier use of photos because

and

of improved printing technology and more articles focused
on topics or events occurring
outside of the university’s community as a result of facilitated
national communication. Also
new to the 1920s were the traffic
light, the band-aid, the lie detector, penicillin and frozen food.

Puget
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Inward Focus: This article from January of 1921 demonstrates just how much of a community the
College of Puget Sound was. As opposed to writing articles focused outside of the College, Trail
writers up to this point generally wrote articles regarding either campus events or alumni news.
Cover Photo: This photo is from the 1921 humor section of The
Trail.

Tie Game: Who would have thought that a 0-0 tie could be in favor of anyone? Apparently it was
after this game in November of 1920 as Puget Sound “defeated” Pacific. Side note: Grizzlies or
Loggers? This is getting confusing.

New Advances: Looking for an easy way to have your favorite
music with you at all times? Buy a portable record player straight
out of 1929!

Left: This February 1921 advertisement was a plea to help secure the College of Puget Sound’s
future as an educational institution through fundraising by the student body. Seeing as we are all
here reading this, we at The Trail deem it a smashing success.
Right: The headline for an article written two months after the plea for one million dollars. It was
written as a way of thanking those who helped the College successfully reach its fundraising goal.
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World News: These articles
from May of 1929 demonstrate
the university’s ever growing
sense of a national identity. In
the 1920’s, The Trail shifted
from being solely a communal
paper intended to keep students
updated on campus events to a
paper dedicated to providing
interesting information about
happenings on other campuses
around the nation as well.

Dinner Menu: Puget Sound’s cafeteria menu as seen in The Trail’s May issue of
1929 demonstrates just how much our school has changed. As opposed to having a
cafeteria that is always open, there were allotted meal times, a smaller menu, and
let’s not forget that we were the College of Puget Sound!

Green Caps: If freshmen think they have it bad now, they should be grateful they
did not attend the University in October of 1926. This article offers a look into one
of the campus traditions at the time and demonstrates the seriousness with which
such traditions were taken.

Dorm Life: According to this December 1921 article, dorm life was a “modern utopia,” conducive to great study habits and cleanliness. Nothing much has
changed there, right?

Back to School Needs: A series of advertisements from January 1929 appealing to students that need to get ready for the spring semester. Haircut? Check.
Pens and pencils? Check. Ukelele? Double check.
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The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work. The views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of the Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS,
concerned parties or the University of Puget Sound. Please submit compliments or complaints in the form of letters to the editor.

Logger Football victory ﬁnal sign of apocalypse

PHOTO COURTESY/JESSE BALDRIDGE

Panic on campus: chaos ensues after the football team wins their ﬁrst game of the season
against Paciﬁc University, signaling the apocalypse and the ruin of all mankind.

By LESOUNDEN DEFURY
In the celestial stables, everyone
is in a state of commotion. Swords
are sharpened, horseshoes fitted,
and trumpets tuned. The archangels and riders are all gearing up for
the big show: the Apocalypse. Pestilence, the rider of the white horse,

looks down upon the Earth and
sighs.
“You never think you get your
chance in the spotlight,” Pestilence
said in an interview. “I was starting to doubt whether this whole
‘end-of-the-world’ was going to
happen. But thank The Boss that
Puget Sound finally won a foot-

i M P ortA N t S C i e N C e BU L L e t i N

ball game.”
Yes, in their first game of this
season, Logger Football beat Pacific University 36 to 19, marking
the final sign of the Apocalypse. A
Logger win as the green light for
Armageddon was actually plan
conceived out of desperation.
“Truth is, the Antichrist was

Libra: Sep 23 - Oct 22
Try something new in the bedroom this week. Perhaps a Johnny
Depp poster.
Scorpio: Oct 23 - Nov 21
Be aware of your enemies’ weaknesses. Pour milk into the vents of
your ex’s lactose intolerant Honda,
then watch as it plagues him with
engine trouble and belches exhaust.
Sagittarius: Nov 22 - Dec 21
Let go of your conscience. Remember, you’ll never be popular
until you can make fun of others.

Satan, in order to speed up the
coming of the Apocalypse. Satan
could not be reached for comment.
Satan’s hand in the football
team’s victory caught Heaven by
surprise. According to Pestilence,
they all knew that a Logger-win
would be the last sign fulfilled,
but they did not expect it to happen for at least “…another two or
three thousand years. We thought
it was a joke when the messengers
brought the news.” Every archangel in heaven began working
overtime—which is just a saying,
since archangels experience past,
present, and future simultaneously. They had to fit 1000 years
of work into one month. At press
time, they were putting the finishing touches on everything and everyone seemed to be in high spirits, especially Pestilence:
“All us are pretty stoked,” he
said, “it’s going to start with the
moon and sea turning blood red.
And then the celestial trumpets
will sound and when the first seal
is broken, that’s my time to shine.
War follows me, then Famine, and
Death will be the finale. It’s gonna
be a helluva show…”
Pestilence chuckled and then
continued, “I honestly did not expect Puget Sound to win a football
game before at the year 4000. But
it’s a great...wait…the trumpets!
That’s my cue!” He joyfully places
his helmet of fire on his head. “It’s
time to Arma-GET-IT-ON!”

Gingers spark “Red scare”
By MIDGE SQUEALSTROM

COURTESY CAITLIN BOVARD

supposed to be born back in the
‘90s,” Pestilence said. “But, ironically, the woman he was planted
in had an abortion. Absolutely no
one saw that coming.” The abortion of the Antichrist threw the
celestial realm into panic.
“The big guys,” he continued,
“you know—Satan, Gabriel, YouKnow-Who,
You-Know-Who
Jr.—they all had a meeting and
decided on some new criteria for
the A-Poc.”
The three events that, once
completed, would signal the onset
of the apocalypse were: the rise of
a mule, the worship of the golden
idol, and the Puget Sound football
team winning a game.
The first sign came to pass in
2000, when George W. Bush was
elected president. The second sign
came to pass in 2008, when Taylor
Swift won 4 Grammy Awards.
Back in Tacoma, following their
magnanimous victory, the Loggers have lost every subsequent
game.
“Yeah, we didn’t keep up a winning streak,” explained junior and
2nd string cornerback Brandon
Chopsky. “But since the world is
ending and all, we’ve all had some
pretty big revelations… Winning
isn’t everything.” Indeed, at recent
scrimmages, the football team can
be seen hugging, talking about
their hopes and dreams, and sharing thoughts on the afterlife.
An angel, who requested to be
unnamed, said that the new coach
received his post by the hand of

Students and staff of Puget Sound
are breaking out their tinfoil hats and
preparing for defense, for at all times
one of two things is probably true:
they are in close proximity with a
redheaded individual, or themselves
bear the mark of fear.
As the university becomes progressively more distinguished among liberal arts schools, and recruitment is
on the rise, many have noted a dramatic increase in the percentage of
redheads choosing to attend Puget
Sound. The presence of such “gingers” is highly disproportional to that
of the nation as a whole and comparable only to those of Scotland and
Ireland. This surge of sanguinity has
brought anything but cheer to the rest
of the Puget Sound populace, who regard these newcomers with high levels of suspicion and paranoia.
Affectionately dubbed the “Red
Scare,” terror is rampant across cam-

pus. Pubic outbreaks of panic have
occurred on two occasions since the
start of the school year. In the first,
three redheads were seen in a group
outside of Schneebeck (the American military officially deems three
or more to be “an irresistibly seductive force”), and another when an unknown civilian cried “FIRE!” upon
entering the SUB during lunch hours
and seeing several gingers mingling
among blonde and brunette masses.
Tension is so high that the formation of a student-run “anti-gingergration” organization is being discussed, as is a “Scarlet Embassy” for
those red-weaved persons who feel
uncomfortable being regarded with
narrowed eyes and gaping mouths.
However, Multicultural Student Services has publicly proclaimed that the
Red Scare is “an intolerable and unreasonable demonstration of prejudice with medieval roots,” and has offered itself as a safe haven for students
of all hair color and structure to congregate peacefully.

WEEKLY HOROSCOPES

Capricorn: Dec 22 - Jan 19
Your stars say that now is the
time to initiate a sexy, steamy romance with the brunette you’ve
been eyeing. Unfortunately
though, that brunette’s stars say
something else entirely.

Pisces: Feb 19 - Mar 20
Remember that old rhyme about
not stepping on the cracks or you’ll
break your mother’s back? This
becomes real when the Capricorn
stars line up with Mercury. Avoid
the cracks this week.

ensure you hold the power. A good
place to start might be, “You’re a
breath of fresh air; I hate it when
girls are smart!”

Aquarius: Jan 20 - Feb 18
Your imagination runs wild this
week with possibilities of your
future: Surgeon? Congressman?
Movie star? The sky’s the limit for
you, unless you want to be an airplane pilot. You couldn’t do that.

Aries: Mar 21 – Apr 19
Leggings ARE pants for you, Aries! Panty lines are sexy, particularly for you male rams this week!

Cancer: Jun 21 – Jul 22
Hope springs eternal for you. If
the object of your affections seems
distant, even if specified by a restraining order, be persistent! Constantly leave them wall posts on
their Facebook, text them “xoxo”
nonstop and write them several
not-so-cryptic “Hey You!”s.

Taurus: Apr 20 – May 20
A friend becomes manipulative
under bitchy Pluto. Master the art
of the backhanded compliment to

Gemini: May 21 – Jun 20
Beware the Capricorn.

Conspiracy theories concerning
the large inﬂux of gingers at Puget
Sound include: Argonian invasion;
an undercover operation by the Irish
government; an attempt to form the
world’s largest “Scot Village”; and a
desperate breeding program to ensure the continuation of the dying
gene that manifests itself as red locks.
Though none of these theories appear to be grounded in logic, superstition remains prevalent throughout
the student community. The testimony of one student alleges that he
“looked a redhead in the eyes, just to
see what would happen…as her gaze
pierced mine, it felt like my soul was
stolen away and replaced by sugar
and lust.”
Efforts by scarlet-scalped freshmen to assimilate to their hostile surroundings are proving to be marginally effective as the year goes on. An
anonymous redhead submitted the
following statement on behalf of all
gingers: “We may not have souls, but
we still have feelings.”

Leo: Jul 23 – Aug 22
Your laptop will freeze under
uncooperative Venus. Try turning
it off and then back on.
Virgo: Aug 23 – Sep 22
Your insecurities are holding you
back; the people in your life admire you for the wonderful person
that you already are. Also, throw
those pants away, they make you
look fat. You know the ones.
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Volleyball hits their stride
during trip to Oregon
By ANNA PISCHL

The Logger women’s volleyball
team played at Linfield College this
Friday. They defeated the Linfield
Wildcats 3-0, with scores of 25-23 in
the first match, 25-12 in the second,
and 25-20 in the third.
As a former volleyball player and
new assistant coach this year, Leigh
Sumida offered her insight into the
games. “Even though we swept the
Wildcats 3-0, I think we did not meet
our potential. We have much more
room to grow.”
Doing everything in their power
to avoid losing on their home court,
the Wildcats put up a valiant fight in
the third set after their harsh loss in
the second match. The energy wavered on the Logger side, but they
were able to pull together in the final
moments of the match.
Referring to The Hangover, junior Juliette Witous (Sonoma, Calif.)
said, “I turn to the people around me
when I need energy. My teammates
are my wolfpack.” Witous had a game
high 17 digs. Another highlight of
the night was freshman Jackie Har-

vey’s (Santa Barbara, Calif.) careerhigh 12 kills on the right side. Wildcats senior Rae Smith and freshman
Kelsey Ludin each had 7 game kills.
“My favorite part of the weekend is what we like to call our ‘INTHEFACE’ mentality. It requires full
competitive spirit and concentration
from all team members, and gives
us the unstoppable edge,” said Erika
Greene (Sandy, Utah).
Away games are a greater challenge than home games. Uncharted
territory, absence of fans, bar the few
parents who trek out, and hours on
a crammed bus do little to alleviate
the pressure. Preparation for away
matches requires physical and mental practice.
It took the Loggers a considerable
amount of that “INTHEFACE” mentality as they competed against Willamette on Saturday. The Loggers
won in 5 games, with set scores of
21-25, 25-22, 25-11, 22-25 and 15-6.
Senior Natalie Monro (Eagle, Idaho)
hit a .264 percentage, with 19 overall game kills. Junior Brynn Blickenstaff (Eagle, Idaho) had 13 kills, and
proved she was a versatile player with
11 digs.

When playing at this high level,
the Loggers were able to stunt the
Bearcats. At points in the game, the
Loggers had runs of six and seven
points. The slightly brash fans were
quieted as the Loggers’ energy filled
the entire gymnasium. Kill leaders
from the Bearcats were Molly Blankenship with 14 kills and Danica
Reed with 10.
As a testament to the competitive Logger atmosphere, sophomore
transfer Liz Haskey (Puyallup, Wash.)
added, “We challenged the opposing teams with our service pressure
this weekend.” Serving is a skill that
is highly stressed in practice. It is a
simple skill, but very difficult to do
extremely well. At the end line, the
player is all alone, and the execution
rests solely on her shoulders. The focus required to serve consistently
and aggressively is a mental skill high
level teams acquire through rigorous
practice.
Even though we only saw sporadic sparks of the volleyball team’s true
potential this weekend, it was apparent that a focused, competitive environment is not just entertaining for
the players, but also their fans.

PHOTO COURTESY/ROSS MULHOUSEN

Play maker: Junior Erika Green sets up a kill for a teammate.

Women’s soccer finds bumpy road
on trip to Eastern Washington
By HANNAH CHASE

PHOTO COURTESY/ROSS MULHOUSEN

Playing Strong: Junior Jenny Moore holds off a defender.

The women’s soccer team spent
this past weekend traveling to Spokane and Walla Walla to continue
Northwest Conference Play. Sadly,
the Loggers suffered their first loss
at the hands of Whitworth Saturday
Sept 25.
Whitworth and Whitman are considered two of the most challenging teams in the Northwest Conference series. The Loggers played last
weekend with the knowledge that
they would have to pull out all the
stops to beat the Pirates and the Missionaries.
“This weekend will be a huge test
for our team. We are challenged
with two of the hardest teams in
the conference and we are on the
road. I know we have what it takes
for success; we just have to prove it!
This weekend can really help us pull
ahead in the conference standings,”
junior Jenny Moore (Kent, Wash.)
said.
Within the first two minutes of
the game, the Pirates scored their

first goal. An assist by Sarah Berentson allowed for Elizabeth Mattila to
head the ball into the net’s far side.
A two-on-one breakaway allowed
for Mattila and Berentson to assist each other on the second goal
of the game. Berentson also scored
the third goal in the 50th minute of
game play.
In the 88th minute of game play
the Pirates scored their final goal.
Courtney Larson scored off a crossbar rebound with an assist from Allie Smith.
Although the Loggers were unable to push the ball past Pirate
keeper Callie Bergstrom, the Loggers and Pirates were about even in
the amount of shots taken.
Moore led the Loggers with two of
the five shots taken on goal. In total,
the Loggers took seven shots while
the Pirates took a total of 10 with six
being on goal.
Logger keeper freshman Casey
Thayer (Boulder, Colo.) earned her
start in goal by making two saves.
The loss to Whitworth was the
first loss of conference for the Log-

gers and it is the first big loss in quite
some time. However, the team has
the talent to make up for this weekend’s one loss deficit.
“We have a new team and it is really exciting. I think until this point we
have all been getting used to playing
in a new system and with new players, but we have been improving everyday, and I think we have the ability to win conference and go very far
in post season,” Moore said.
The no. 12 Loggers regained momentum and returned to a winning
track on Sunday with a 1-0 victory
over Whitman.
Theresa Henle scored her sixth
goal of the season as she scored the
game’s only goal in the 34th minute
of the game.
During the second half the Loggers picked up force and fired nine
shots at goal and took five corner
kicks. Although no goals were made,
the Loggers pressured the Missionaries until the final buzzer sounded.
The Loggers will be in Oregon on
Sunday Oct. 3 to challenge George
Fox.

Men’s soccer still trying to find offensive spark as
Loggers rely heavily on defense to keep them in games
By ANTHEA AASEN
The football team wasn’t the
only team to go into overtime last
weekend. The men’s soccer team
had a tough match that ended in a
tie against Whitworth. The team
had a 3 game winning streak going into the upcoming matches
over the mountains. Senior Kyle
Benson (Mukilteo, Wash.) said,
“I feel extremely confident in our
team going into this weekend.”
The Loggers also remain undefeated at home.
In preparation for the game
Benson said of his team, “Our
strategy to win has been in our
preparation for this week and following our coach and philosophy
without doubts.” Benson was certainly prepared when he scored
for the Loggers in the game’s first
period.
Whitworth didn’t wait long after the second period to retaliate; their goal was scored off a
rebound shot 2 minutes into the

second period. Whitworth had 7
shots on goal in the second half,
only one getting past sophomore
goalie Chris McDonald (Newton, Mass.). McDonald had a
0.48 GAA average going into last
weekend’s matches with 4 shutouts in 8 games.
When the 90 minutes of regulation game play were up, Puget
Sound and Whitworth went into
overtime. In the first 10 minutes
of overtime, Whitworth had another 3 shots on goal, although
none were successful. Going into
the next 10 minutes of overtime,
Puget Sound got a shot on goal
by freshman Carson Swope (Portland, Ore.) which was saved by
Whitworth goalie Brian Sherpe. The Logger men ended their
match against Whitworth tied
1-1.
The next day in Walla Walla, the
Loggers came out firing against
Whitman. The team had a total
of 10 shots, three of which came
from Benson. Freshman Landon
Gauthier (Fox Island, Wash.),

freshman Andrew White (Steamboat Springs, Colo.), and Swope
also had shots on goal, but none
of them were successful in punching one through for the Loggers.
Two of Whitman’s goals came
in the first period of the game, the
last coming in the second period.
McDonald had three saves for the
Loggers but with 17 shots against
the Loggers, 6 of which were on
goal, he had his work cut out for
him.
This is the first conference loss
for the men’s soccer team and only
the second loss of the year. With a
young team which includes only 1
senior and 16 freshmen the Loggers are making a good showing
thus far. With over half the team
not having played in college until
this year, the Loggers will be facing some far more experienced
teams.
This week the men’s team comes
home and will defend against the
Pacific Boxers and the George
Fox Bruins. The Loggers have yet
to lose at home.
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Stopper: Junior Marcus Rudd steps in to make a defensive play.
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Trucked: Senior running back Casey Larson’s punishing running style was on full display Saturday against Whittier. Larson carried the ball 27 times for 142 yards.

Longest game in Puget Sound football history
ends in narrow defeat for struggling Loggers
By HEIDI COE
Saturday, September 25 brought
beautiful weather to Baker Stadium
for the Loggers’ third home game of
the season against the Whittier Poets. There was a big crowd turn-out
consisting of students and community fans alike. Little did they know
what lay in store as the teams battled through the longest football
game in Puget Sound’s history.
This eventual marathon got off to
a fast start seven minutes into the
first quarter when senior quarterback Duncan White (Lake Oswego,
Ore.) threw a five yard pass to sophomore wide-receiver John Martino
(Redmond, WA) for the Logger’s
first touchdown. With one minute
left in the quarter Whittier made a
counter attack and scored a touchdown creating a 7 – 7 tie.
In the second quarter, the Loggers’ offense went out in full force.
Five minutes in, junior wide- receiver Adam Kiffin (Salem, Ore.)
caught a three yard pass from White

making the score 13 – 7. Whittier
quickly caught up by running the
ball 20 yards for their second touchdown, narrowing the Logger’s lead.
The Loggers’ offense shot back as junior Ryan Rogers (Tacoma, Wash.)
caught a beautiful 29 yard touchdown pass to push the score to 20
– 14.
The third quarter ended up being
very defensive with an abundance
of interceptions from both sides.
Sophomore corner back Nasser Abdelrasul (Salem, Ore.) intercepted a
pass early in the quarter before senior Cory Dunn (Portland, Ore.)
made the first of his three interceptions. With four minutes left in the
quarter Whittier intercepted the
ball and scored a quick touchdown,
pulling ahead 20 – 21.
In the fourth quarter the Puget
Sound offense was revived. Right
off the bat freshman kicker Thiesen Chang made a 31-yard field goal,
giving the Loggers a narrow 23 –
21 lead. Whittier didn’t stay behind
for long. A break-away run boosted
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Wrapped up: Senior Niko Wacker brings down a Poet.

the score to 28-23, but the Loggers
weren’t done yet.
White threw a long 46 yard pass
to sophomore wide-receiver Lukas
Diesing (Niwat, Colo.) for another Logger touchdown. Diesing also
caught the 2 point conversion pass
from White, making the score 31 –
28. Whittier refused to lose by three
points and with three minutes left
in the game managed a 29 yard field
goal that tied the score 31 – 31 and
pushed the game into overtime.
What followed was a frenzy of
agony and excitement as the game
continued through six overtimes.
The defenses from both teams ruled
the grid-iron making it seemingly
impossible for either team’s offense
to pull ahead.
The first overtime resulted in no
touchdowns and turned into a double overtime after a Whittier interception off a pass play by our
offense. The second and third overtimes saw no change in the scoreboard, but tension built. The third
overtime ended with a missed field

goal by the Loggers which threw the
game into a fourth overtime.
Quadruple overtime brought exciting offensive action. Senior running back Casey Larson (Coupeville, Wash.) made a drive for the
goal line but was tackled about
one inch away from the in-zone.
Puget Sound fans exploded with the
building tension. On the next play
Larson made a one yard run for the
touchdown followed by another two
point conversion, making the score
31 – 39 in favor of the Loggers. The
Puget Sound fans were on pins and
needles as Whittier took the offense.
They watched in dismay as Whittier responded with a 20 yard pass for
a touchdown, leaving the score tied
yet again at 39 – 39.
In the fifth overtime defense prevented any successful offensive plays
although both offenses made desperate attempts to get into the end
zone. In the sixth and final overtime the Logger offense couldn’t
manage to score and the game ended in crushing defeat when Whit-

tier kicked a last chance 26 yard
field-goal. The final score was Puget
Sound 39 - Whittier 42.
After the game, head coach Jeff
Thomas commented on the team’s
effort. “We are a results oriented
team. If our individual plays don’t
lead to a team victory then we don’t
think much of them.”
Even though there is room for
improvement many fans couldn’t
ask for a better effort. As a team,
the Loggers intercepted six passes,
had 108 offensive plays gaining 389
yards and played through six overtimes. They nearly broke the NCAA
record for the number of overtimes
(currently seven, from a 2003 game
between Arkansas and Mississippi).
The game was summed up by senior Cory Dunn (Portland, Ore.).
“The team played their hearts out.
We stepped up when we needed to.
We’re really proud of the guys even
though we lost; we stayed in the
game. We’ve grown a lot as a team
and now we are thinking ahead for
Pacific Lutheran University.”
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All alone: Sophomore Lukas Diesing found himself wide open on this fourth quarter touchdown.

